eb Ivb pottery from tell qaramel (western syrIa) bodies.
5
Their fabric is rather ine, tempered with thin sand and small limestone particles (sometimes quite abundant and visible on the surface). The surface color is usually pale yellow or very pale brown, more rarely reddish yellow, pink or light grey.
Contrary to the EB IVB pottery assemblage from Tell Mardikh, which abounds in painted vessels, 6 only the upper parts of a few painted goblets were found, with simple or slightly out-turned rims (pl. 14: 3-5). The paint is black/dark grey or dark red on very pale brown or pale yellow background. The painted patterns are typical for the EB IVB period (with close analogies in early EB IVB material from Tell Mardikh and other sites, cf. Appendix) and consists of horizontal bands of varying width, wavy lines (pl. 14: 3, 4), or horizontal painted bands with very ine combed belt cutting through the painted decoration (pl. 14: 5). Two bell-shaped bases shown in pl. 9: 15, 16 most probably belonged to the painted specimens. The majority of small, thin-walled conical cups are of the corrugated variety (pl. 3: 1-13) with straight or slightly curved sides and simple rims. They were made of ine clay, tempered with tiny limestone particles and ine-grained sand. The surface color is usually light, from very pale-light brown to pale yellow, reddish yellow and pink. Usually the bottoms are lat, with traces of string-cutting visible. The cup shown in pl. 3: 5 is the only example of slightly incised ring base. Quite often the color or shade of the lower part of the goblets' and bowls' outside surface differs from that of their upper parts, but the difference is usually slight, e.g. yellow vs. buff, yellowish green vs. green, brown vs. darker brown. This seems to have resulted from a particular arrangement of the vessels inside the kiln, where they were stacked upside down, partially one inside another, which produced somewhat different iring conditions for the covered and the uncovered vessel parts.
8
The other Simple Ware vessels (bowls, jars, pots) are of good quality and sand-and limestone tempered; only the intensity of the iller, proportion of the components and size of particles varies. Only few sherds seem to be lacking the limestone temper. The vessels were made of ine clay, and are generally well ired, hard and wet-smoothed. Overired sherds are rare, but in some instances the limestone (?) grains look as if they had melted and partially evaporated.
A sizeable collection of medium-sized bowls was found. Their surface is always light colored, from light red and brown to very pale brown and pale yellow. When the shape is complete, those bowls feature ring bases. Two most typical varieties of these bowls are attested: one with a carination and an upright or inverted, beaded rim (pl. 4: 1-12), the other without carination, with rounded body and crescentic, inverted, sometimes grooved or externally modelled rim, occasionally with a cordon below the rim (pl. 5: 1-13, 16). The best general analogy is provided by the pottery from a kiln dump at Tell Kadrich.
9
No typical grooved-rim bowls, predominant in the Tell Mardikh area and probably introduced from the Euphrates area, 10 were attested. However, in the sequence from Hama, these bowls appear late, that is in level J1, which may account for their absence in the Qaramel collection.
11
The jars' surface is also light-colored, mostly pale yellow or pale/very pale brown, more rarely light red or light reddish brown. They come in two most common varieties: thin-walled jars with everted, beaded (pl. 6: 1, 7) or double-folded rims (e.g. pl. 6: 3-6, 8-10, 12-13) , and those with thickened, everted rim (e.g. pl. 7: 2, 3, 5-9). A few sherds with potter's marks, widely attested in the middle Euphrates and western Syria regions, were found (pl. 7: 1, 2, 4, 14; pl. 10: 1-3). The marks are very simple and were incised on the shoulders of jars or pots. Storage jars seem to be hand-made and then inished on the wheel. In some instances (pl. 10: 12-15) traces of the manufacturing technique of the rim are clearly visible, indicating that the rim was turned outside and then joined to the vessel's body.
Kitchen Ware (Coarse Ware) is represented almost exclusively by pots and bowls (pl. 11-13). Both are rather irregular and not fully symmetrical. Apparently, they were hand-made, but tiny concentric traces (especially frequent on bowls) visible on many sherds show that the inal shaping was commonly done on the wheel. Usually, such traces are visible in the upper part, up to ca 3 cm below the rim, inside and/or outside the vessel. The surface color is usually very pale to light brown, but frequently the sherds are blackened with smoke, their lower parts heat-damaged and crumbling. Several pots show traces of burnishing, and generally both pots and bowls were roughed in their lower parts. The pots are globular, with a simple everted rim. Quite numerous fragments belonged to large bowls (around 40 cm in diameter) with horizontal lugs up to 14 cm wide.
Even if not overheated, sherds of Kitchen Ware vessels were friable and easily broken into fragments. The dominant temper in this category was calcite, usually ine to middle sized, occurring sometimes in large quantities; no basalt temper was noticed.
Sherds shown in pl. 14 and 15 stand out from the rest by their shape and surface treatment or decoration. Apart from the three painted goblet fragments mentioned above, three other sherds are decorated with an incised leaf or corn-spike motif (pl. 14: 1, 2, 6). Most probably they belong to some kind of pedestal bowls. The fabric of all three sherds closely resembles the Kitchen Ware, with clearly visible sand and rather ine but abundant calcite temper. The bodies (pl. 14: 1, 2) are hand-made, while the foot of the best preserved example (pl. 14: 3) is wheel-made; in its upper part a fragment of an original edge of an 8. Cf. sConzo 2007 , p. 262. 9. Matthers 1981 , p. 343, ig. 208: 3-14, 36. 10. Mazzoni 2002 , p. 79 and 94, pl. XLIV: 122, 123. 11. FugMann 1958 eb Ivb pottery from tell qaramel (western syrIa) opening remained intact. Foot fragments of pedestal bowls from Amuq J phase, although of different shape, are also executed in the Kitchen Ware.
12
Alternatively, the irst two fragments might belong to a kind of a tall pot-stand. 13 Sherds with impressed pattern (pl. 15: 1-3) belong to large, thick-walled vessels of unknown shape (since there was no clue as to their correct position, the way they are shown in the plate is arbitrary). The fabric of the two sherds (pl. 15: 2, 3) conforms to standard Kitchen Ware. By analogy with sherds from Amuq J and other sites, our specimens can be thought to originate from the bottom part of vessels, a kind of reversed "husking trays" the surface of which was deliberately roughened by impressions. 14 Fragments shown in pl. 15: 7, 8 belong to a type of rather small lasks known as "Syrian b characteristic for the area of western Syria in the second half of 3 rd millennium bC. The surface of both fragments is grey and decorated with spiral, burnished bands. The irst fragment is of a good quality, well ired and hard, with ine limestone temper. The body of the second specimen is badly damaged and peeling, but both display characteristics of Black Euphrates Banded Ware.
datIng and analogIes
The pottery collection from Tell Qaramel can be dated to the EB IVB, most likely to the initial part of this period. Apart from analogies shown in Appendix, this dating is based on the following characteristic features:
-All corrugated goblets from trench K5 have ring bases (pl. 1: 1-4, 2: 1-5, 8: [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . According to L. Welton and L. Cooper, in inland western Syria the bases of the earliest corrugated goblets (ENL 4) are generally lat or slightly footed, but they often develop ring bases later in that period. Our collection of ring bases is best paralleled among specimens from Tell Rifaʿat and Tell Kadrich in the River Queiq area. 16 The latest forms exhibit bell-shaped bases. Only two such bases were found (pl. 9: 15, 16), but they might rather belong to the painted goblet variety. 17 Goblets with beaded rims still occur in early EB IVB, but this rim type decreases in frequency over time throughout the period.
18
-Three painted goblet fragments (pl. 14: 3-5) with their red or black decoration consisting of wavy lines, horizontal bands and reserved combed decoration, have very good parallels in early EB IVB material from Tell Mardikh and among Hama J goblets characteristic for the J5 horizon. 19 Goblets of that kind, painted red or black appeared at Tell Mardikh only in layers postdating the destruction of Palace G, which mark the beginning of the EB IVB period. 20 The goblet painted with black or red bands, with incised wavy lines is a hallmark of this period in the Tell Tayinat sequence as well. 21 -A large collection of conical bowls (pl. 3), both straight-sided and with slightly curving sides seems to indicate the early position of the Tell Qaramel pottery assemblage in the EB IVB sequence. In the Amuq region straight-sided, often corrugated cups continue into the early part of phase J (EB IVB), when they are replaced with cups with thicker walls and curving sides. Early in phase J conical cups are still numerous, being greatly outnumbered by goblets only toward the end of the phase. 22 Syria 93 (2016) d. ławecka -A small collared-rim bowl shown in pl. 6: 16 is similar to vessels from Tell Shiyukh Tahtani, being one of the "major diagnostic types of the inal EB IV period", common also on other sites in the upper Syrian Euphrates valley. 23 In the Middle Euphrates region it is a new and distinctive feature of the EME (Early Middle Euphrates) 5 period.
24 Also characteristic for this phase is a multiple grooved rim type, which occurs on a variety of jar types.
25
-Large Kitchen Ware bowls with a thickened rim and external ledge handles are very common in our material. They appear in Tell Mardikh in an early EB IVB context, and external, plain ledge handles are generally the hallmarks of the EB IVB period in inland western Syria and in the Middle Euphrates region.
26
-The "Syrian Bottle" presented in pl. 15: 7, although rimless, seems to be preserved well enough to attribute it to type 3 according to P. Sconzo's classiication.
27 This type is the most widespread of all "Syrian bottles", but occurs most frequently from the Middle Euphrates area to the southern Upper Khabur region and is dated, according to the ARCANE periodization, to late EME 4 and 5 and EJZ (Early Jezirah) 4a-b, ca 2340-2100. 28 The EB IVB date for the Tell Qaramel pottery is consistent with the parallels listed in Appendix.
conclusIon
Although the pottery presented here displays some features characteristic for the EB IVA repertoire (especially among corrugated goblets which, however, still occur in the EB IVB contexts), the presence of sherds belonging to the later, EB IVB tradition (like few painted fragments and other examples discussed above) points rather to the early EB IVB period for the Tell Qaramel collection. It belongs to the core area of the pottery tradition of inland western Syria, characterized by the occurrence of vessels belonging to the assemblage which used to be traditionally called the "Caliciform Ware".
29
The best parallels can be found in an area between the Amuq plain and Umm el-Marra in the north to Tell Mardikh and Hama in the south, a territory well integrated culturally due to the existence of important crossways and trade routes linking these areas.
30
Less frequent but still substantial analogies exist with pottery from the middle Euphrates valley. 23. sConzo 2007 , p. 259, 260: 14-16. 24. sConzo 2015 porter 2007 , p. 8 (Banat Period II, 2300 -2150 . 25. Pl. 6: 14, cf. Mazzoni 2002, p. 79; porter 2007 , p. 8, pl. VI: 18-21. 26. Mazzoni 2002 
